Sam and the Sunflower Seeds

Reading & Writing

1 Read. Put a tick (✔) or a cross ( ✗) in the box.

A This is a cow.

B This is a dog.

C This is a wheelbarrow.

D These are chicks.

E These are bees.

F This is a black pig.

G These aren't sunflowers.

H This isn't oil.

2 Look at the pictures and choose the best answer.

A

Sam feeds the cat.

Sam feeds the chicks.

B

Sam waters the grass.

Sam waters the sunflowers.

C

Sam waters the seeds.

Sam plants the seeds.

D

Sam picks the peaches.

Sam plants the peaches.
3 Look at the pictures. Write the words in the puzzle. What do the letters in the green squares spell?

4 Now can you think of words to write in this puzzle? Choose any words you like.